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Thanks to her studies and research regarding social issues and disabilities
she has graduated with a forth level diploma in music therapy at Assisi
(subject that relies on a deep connection between the sound element and
the  human  being,  and  it  interacts  in  a  psychophysic  context  of  every
human being affected by deficit or handicap9. She has accomplished the
Master  “Licensed  Practitioner  in  PNL” in  Brescia.  She  has  specialised
with  the  M°  Professor  Sebastian  Korn  in  the  voice  element/human
interaction. She has conducted meetings on the theme of the voice and the
sound. The voice, which is the source of communication and interaction;
meetings of music therapy in Alzheimer day centers; Autism centers, drug
addiction and alcoholism centers,Bodies and Institutions of the national
territory.  She  has  enrolled  training  courses  :  Orff-Schulwerk  method,
Benenzon  method,  Korn  method  choir  music  and  choir  direction  with
Sebastian  Korn,  Bernardino  Streito  method  choir  and  coralità  with
Bernardino  Streito.  She  has  attended  a  Master  in  Music  and  personal
development  with  M°  Professor  Boris  Porena.  Then,  she  has  got  a
specialization in  “  body awareness  techniques”  (  sound and body)  and
another one regarding “ Expressive art techniques in relation with sounds
elements” . Cerificated sophrologist operator. She work across the national
territory offering formative courses for professors, students and adults. She
has organized many national meetings in the role of manager, moderator
and lecturer.  She worked as  co-author  to  write  “coorporeità  e  gioco in
pedagogia  musicale  ed  in  musicoterapia  approcci  polifunzionali
metodologia  Dalcroze”  book.  Furthermore,  she  is  the  producer  of  the
short-film “Sulle  note  di  Melania”  a  work  related  to  the  blessing  of  a
disable  son  (YouTube  channel).  She  has  built  up  the  Officine  Thelo-
Formation  by  which  she  is  the  president  and  also  the  director  of  the
undergraduate  school  of  Music-Therapy.  Additionally,  she  is  a  Music
Therapist, but painting is also a passion and she exposes her art works in
several national and international galleries and fairs. She is a member of
Senato Accademico Tiberina già Pontificia and the Unione della Legion
D’Oro.
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